As partners in recreation, Brighton and the US Forest Service have developed the following Winter Uphill Travel Policy to address increased uphill travel and backcountry access inside the resort. Brighton is committed to working with all users to reasonably permit access to public lands.

- Parking is only allowed at the Brighton Store parking lot. **NO PARKING IN THE MAIN LOT, THE BASE OF WESTERN LIFT OR THE BASE OF MILLY.** Please follow the instructions of all parking personnel.
- Depending on conditions, the status may change. Regardless of what is indicated at Brightonresort.com. If the light is red at the Brighton Center, it is a red light day.
- A traffic light is mounted on the Brighton Center. Users must use the light as an indicator of whether uphill travel is permitted.

---

**RED LIGHT | NO UPHILL TRAVEL IS PREMİTITED**

- Uphill travel is permanently closed in the following areas:
  - Crest, Majestic, Explorer and Snake Creek areas.
  - Western areas above Golden Needle.
  - Milly Bowl and Milly areas climbers left of Christy Bowl and above Twin Lakes Dam.
  - Sol-Bright or Solitude Resort.

---

**YELLOW LIGHT | EXERCISE CAUTION**

- Only used outside of resort operational season (Early fall / Late spring)

---

**GREEN LIGHT | OPERATIONAL HOURS: 8:00a - 4:30p**

During Operational hours, uphill travel is allowed ONLY on:

- **Catherine's Pass Access:** Travel up the far right hand side of the M&M trail to Lost Maid trail. Proceed up Wren Hollow and follow the Brighton boundary to exit the resort. No uphill travel permitted above this point.

- **Twin Lake Pass Access:** Travel along the far climber’s right of Christy’s to the Easy Out run to Evergreen run. Proceed up the Brighton boundary and exit at Twin Lakes Dam. No uphill travel permitted above this point.

---

**GREEN LIGHT | NON-OPERATIONAL HOURS: 4:30p - 8:00a**

- Uphill travel is permitted on Great Western and Millicent (areas marked in Yellow on map).
- No Skiing on freshly groomed runs (up or down). Please be respectful of Snow Cat operations and follow all instructions.